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Journey
Raw Collaborative over the 
years have brought a variety 
of Design talent together to 
create a thriving ecosystem 
where creative synergies have 
evolved and have become a 
breeding ground for new ideas, 
experimentations, explorations 
and collaborations.

Perspective
We are evolving as a platform 
for design explorations, 
dialogues, and experiments at
an individual level, a collaborative 
level, and a collective level. We 
keep pushing boundaries with 
our curatorial themes as we 
contribute towards building 
a community of conscious 
connoisseurs of design.



Over the Years

202120192018 20222017

5 Successful Editions
Works of over 300 Designers displayed
3000 Bespoke products under one roof
7 Galleries showing design & craft capabilities
Over 35,000 connoisseurs 



To move ahead,
sometimes we need to

pause, reflect, retrospect,
& then look

beyond the palpable.
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At the 
threshold
At Raw Collaborative, we are at the 
threshold of this journey of seven years 
and five successful editions that combine 
the legacy of Indian creative wisdom, 
craft, art, architecture, heritage, and 
innovation through contemporary 
interpretations of the processes, 
materials, aesthetics, and sense and 
sensibilities of all that is Indian at its core.
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With a modest beginning, the platform 
aimed to celebrate India through Indian 
design that brought together diverse 
talent from across the country to 
re-imagine the past, present, and future, 
ignite and inspire a generation through 
conscious living, and in this process, build 
a thriving creative ecosystem.



Raw Collaborative has constantly and 
continuously strived to push the boundaries 
of the platform to make it more accessible, 
purposeful and innovative through creating 

its own benchmarks.



Design
& Beyond

“Design & Beyond” 
encapsulates the multifaceted 
nature of design as it 
transcends disciplinary 
boundaries, embraces 
complexity, and engages with 
the broader contexts of 
human experiences.

From graphic communication, culinary art, 
performing arts, visual arts, traditional 
and local crafts with contemporary 
interpretations, architecture, spatial 
design, landscape design, and filmmaking 
to documentation, publication, and 
archiving, Raw Collaborative will introduce 
and create opportunities to integrate 
newer forms of creative practices.

Sense &
Sensibilities



Making the platform more accessible to 
a growing community of creative 
practices across the country that 
explore beyond the tangible 
(product-based) creative processes.
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One
Show

Many
Perspectives

Design Ateliers
Accessories Space
Interior design Pavilions
Young Designers Gallery
Students Gallery
Textiles Gallery
Ceramics Gallery
Sustainability Gallery 

Playground
Craft Collective 
Raw Discoveries
Visual Arts
Installations
Experiential Zones
Raw Talk Series
Workshops
Media Gallery



For participation, write to
team@rawcollaborative.com www.rawcollaborative.com

@raw_collaborative


